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Project Management Larson 5th Edition
A core text book for the CIM Qualification.
In these competitive and turbulent times, project organisations face severe challenges.
Despite the advancement of project management tools and techniques, the rate of
project failure exceeds that of success. Regardless of calls for further empirical studies
on the role of project leadership, researchers struggle to find the best leadership styles
for project success. New digital transformation phenomena have forced organisations
to offer more autonomy and decision-making authority to those at lower hierarchical
levels. In this scenario, top management support plays a facilitator role. To the best of
the researcher's knowledge, no past studies have examined these critical project
success factors simultaneously in a project environment. Embedded in the theories of
contingency, goal-setting, and social cognition, this study raised the hypothesis that
project managers’ leadership styles impact project success via the mediation of goal
clarity, empowerment, and self-leadership as well as the moderation of top
management support. Data was collected by administering a cross-sectional survey to
289 project organisations in the IT sector. The results demonstrated that project
managers' transactional leadership style does not impact project success because goal
clarity has an insignificant association with project success. However, the
transformational leadership style showed a positive impact on project success because
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empowerment significantly and positively relates to project success. The project
manager's empowering leadership style was also found to positively influence project
success through followers’ self-leadership. Additionally, top management support
revealed a significant moderating role by strengthening the relationship between
empowerment and project success. This study successfully fills theoretical gaps by
introducing a novel moderated mediation model. The findings also offer useful insights
to practitioners by revealing that project managers’ transformational leadership and
empowering leadership are needed to enhance and encourage employee
empowerment and self-leadership, and ultimately secure project success.
Master the crucial risk management and procurement tasks that are indispensable to
project success! In Mastering Risk and Procurement in Project Management, expert
project manager and seasoned professor Wilson addresses every stage of the project
where risk management and procurement are relevant, especially planning, monitoring,
and control. Teaching through relevant examples and case studies, Wilson explains:
Why risk management and procurement are so crucial to achieving your project's goals
The deep and surprising linkages that exist across risk management and procurement
How to avoid common pitfalls How to integrate best-practice risk management and
procurement throughout your PMBOK processes. Drawing on his own extensive
experience, he offers in-depth coverage of topics ranging from contracting and risk
monitoring to project close-out, and gives readers practical knowledge of critical
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processes and tasks in project management.
Project Management: Theory and Practice, Third Edition gives students a broad and
real flavor of project management. Bringing project management to life, it avoids being
too sterilely academic and too narrowly focused on a particular industry view. It takes a
model-based approach towards project management commonly used in all industries.
The textbook aligns with the latest version of the Project Management Institute’s
Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK®) Guide, which is considered to be
the de facto standard for project management. However, it avoids that standard’s
verbiage and presents students with readable and understandable explanations. Core
chapters align with the Project Management Institute’s model as well as explain how
this model fits real-world projects. The textbook can be used as companion to the
standard technical model and help those studying for various project management
certifications. The textbook takes an in-depth look at the following areas important to
the standard model: Work Breakdown Structures (WBS) Earned Value Management
(EVM) Enterprise project management Portfolio management (PPM) Professional
responsibility and ethics Agile life cycle The text begins with a background section
(Chapters 1–9) containing material outside of the standard model structure but
necessary to prepare students for the 10 standard model knowledge areas covered in
the chapters that follow. The text is rounded out by eight concluding chapters that
explain advanced planning approaches models and projects’ external environments.
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Recognizing that project management is an evolving field, the textbook includes section
written by industry experts who share their insight and expertise on cutting-edge topics.
It prepares students for upcoming trends and changes in project management while
providing an overview of the project management environment today. In addition to
guiding students through current models and standards, Project Management: Theory
and Practice, Third Edition prepares students for the future by stimulating their thinking
beyond the accepted pragmatic view.
To manage projects, you must not only control schedules and costs: you must also
manage growing operational uncertainty. Today’s powerful analytics tools and methods
can help you do all of this far more successfully. In Project Management Analytics ,
Harjit Singh shows how to bring greater evidence-based clarity and rationality to all your
key decisions throughout the full project lifecycle. Singh identifies the components and
characteristics of a good project decision and shows how to improve decisions by using
predictive, prescriptive, statistical, and other methods. You’ll learn how to mitigate risks
by identifying meaningful historical patterns and trends; optimize allocation and use of
scarce resources within project constraints; automate data-driven decision-making
processes based on huge data sets; and effectively handle multiple interrelated
decision criteria. Singh also helps you integrate analytics into the project management
methods you already use, combining today’s best analytical techniques with proven
approaches such as PMI PMBOK® and Lean Six Sigma. Project managers can no
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longer rely on vague impressions or seat-of-the-pants intuition. Fortunately, you don’t
have to. With Project Management Analytics , you can use facts, evidence, and
knowledge—and get far better results. Achieve efficient, reliable, consistent, and factbased project decision-making Systematically bring data and objective analysis to key
project decisions Avoid “garbage in, garbage out” Properly collect, store, analyze, and
interpret your project-related data Optimize multi-criteria decisions in large group
environments Use the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) to improve complex real-world
decisions Streamline projects the way you streamline other business processes
Leverage data-driven Lean Six Sigma to manage projects more effectively
This textbook presents a balanced treatment of both the technical and behavioural
issues in project management as well as covering a broad range of industries to which
project management principles can be applied.
This book applies systems thinking to treat project management in a systemic and
systematic manner from a problem-solving perspective. Considering the project as a
system, the book discusses traditional project planning and organizing, as well as some
neglected aspects of the project, namely how to prevent cost and schedule escalation,
how to deal with change, recognize problems in time to prevent project failure and what
to do when things go wrong during the implementation states of a project. This book
provides you with a better understanding of the systems approach to problem-solving
and project management that will enable you to be more successful at managing
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projects. Features Treats projects as systems Presents project management as a
problem-solving paradigm Discusses how to incorporate prevention into planning and
how to show the value Describes what to do and how to cope with unanticipated
problems that arise during the project implementation state Introduces new tools and
techniques
Updated to reflect the Project Management Institute’s (PMI’s) Project Management
Body of Knowledge (PMBOK® Guide), Fifth Edition, the new edition of this bestselling
textbook continues to provide a practical and up-to-date overview of project
management theory. Project Management Theory and Practice, Second Edition
explains project management theory using language that is easy to understand. The
book integrates the organizational environment that surrounds a project to supply the
well-rounded knowledge of theories, organizational issues, and human behavior
needed to manage real-world projects effectively. This edition includes a new chapter
on Stakeholder Management, which is a new knowledge area covered in the new
PMBOK® Guide. It also provides updated references and a new streamlined
organization of chapters. There are several project-related model frameworks
sponsored by PMI®, and many of these are covered in this text. Specifically, the book
details: Work breakdown structures (WBS) Earned value management (EVM)
Enterprise project management (EPMO) Portfolio management (PPM) Professional
responsibility and ethics For many of the major sections, the PMI Global Accreditation
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curriculum learning objectives have been adapted with permission of PMI and used to
guide the content. Filled with end-of-chapter questions, scheduling and budgeting
problems, and scoping projects, this text is ideal for classroom use and essential
reading for anyone seeking project management certification. The book also includes
sample empirically oriented worksheets that demonstrate various management decision
and analysis-oriented tools.
A guide to the human factors in project management: knowledge, learning, and maturity
The Wiley Guides to the Management of Projects address critical, need-to-know
information that will help professionals successfully manage projects in most
businesses and help students learn the best practices of the industry. They contain not
only well-known and widely used basic project management practices but also the
newest and most cutting-edge concepts in the broader theory and practice of managing
projects. This third volume in the series covers a range of organizational and peoplebased topics that are occupying the project management world today. The essence of
project management represents a "people" challenge-the ability to appreciate and
effectively employ the competencies of all those who are associated with the project
development and delivery process. This book explains how you can more successfully
manage a project from inception through delivery by learning how to handle critical
issues around structure, teams, leadership, power and negotiation, and the whole area
of competencies. The expert contributors also include chapters on global project
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management knowledge and standards, the role of project management associations
around the world, project management maturity models, and other key topics. Complete
your understanding of project management with these other books in The Wiley Guides
to the Management of Projects series: * The Wiley Guide to Project Control * The Wiley
Guide to Project, Program & Portfolio Management * The Wiley Guide to Project
Technology, Supply Chain & Procurement Management

This book presents the essential concepts of operations research and
engineering management in a structured manner. Starting with the basic
functions of management – planning, organizing, leading and controlling – it
introduces the reader to the process of strategic decision-making, covering the
essentials of technological invention management, innovation and
entrepreneurship, with ample examples of decision-making under certainty,
uncertainty and risk conditions. It also exposes the reader to the fundamentals of
managing projects and professional communication. In order to reinforce the
theory used, practical case studies taken from relevant disciplines are introduced.
For instance, case studies from the retail sector have been appended to the
assignment problem and cases related to traffic have been introduced for
queuing formulation. The concept of game theory is discussed in greater detail
with an introduction to topics such as incentive compatibility, Bayesian
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representations for different games, budget balance, auctions and a broad
coverage of mechanism design. While a few of these problems have been solved
in the book, a few others have been left un-solved to promote readers’
understanding. The mix of theoretical and practical examples reveals to the
reader the underlying complexities and highlights the challenges entailed by field
implementation.
"This 10-volume compilation of authoritative, research-based articles contributed
by thousands of researchers and experts from all over the world emphasized
modern issues and the presentation of potential opportunities, prospective
solutions, and future directions in the field of information science and
technology"--Provided by publisher.
Project Management provides readers from different backgrounds with an
essential toolkit to develop their knowledge, starting from the first principles
progressing to a more complex understanding, with the help of an assortment of
case studies, practical examples and numerical worked examples.
This hugely informative and wide-ranging analysis on the management of
projects, past, present and future, is written both for practitioners and scholars.
Beginning with a history of the discipline’s development, Reconstructing Project
Management provides an extensive commentary on its practices and theoretical
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underpinnings, and concludes with proposals to improve its relevancy and value.
Written not without a hint of attitude, this is by no means simply another project
management textbook. The thesis of the book is that ‘it all depends on how you
define the subject’; that much of our present thinking about project management
as traditionally defined is sometimes boring, conceptually weak, and of limited
application, whereas in reality it can be exciting, challenging and enormously
important. The book draws on leading scholarship and case studies to explore
this thesis. The book is divided into three major parts. Following an Introduction
setting the scene, Part 1 covers the origins of modern project management – how
the discipline has come to be what it is typically said to be; how it has been
constructed – and the limitations of this traditional model. Part 2 presents an
enlarged view of the discipline and then deconstructs this into its principal
elements. Part 3 then reconstructs these elements to address the challenges
facing society, and the implications for the discipline, in the years ahead. A final
section reprises the sweep of the discipline’s development and summarises the
principal insights from the book. This thoughtful commentary on project (and
program, and portfolio) management as it has developed and has been practiced
over the last 60-plus years, and as it may be over the next 20 to 40, draws on
examples from many industry sectors around the world. It is a seminal work,
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required reading for everyone interested in projects and their management.
Benefits realization management (BRM) is a key part of governance, because it
supports the strategic creation of value and provides the correct level of
prioritization and executive support to the correct initiatives. Because of its
relevance to the governance process, BRM has a strong influence over project
success and is a link between strategic planning and strategy execution. This
book guides portfolio, program, and project managers through the process of
benefits realization management so they can maximize business value. It
discusses why and how programs and projects are expected to enable value
creation, and it explains the role of BRM in value creation. The book provides a
flexible framework for: Translating business strategy drivers into expected
benefits and explains the subsequent composition of a program and project
portfolio that can realize expected benefits Planning the benefits realization
expected from programs and projects and then making it happen Keeping
programs and projects on track Reviewing and evaluating the benefits achieved
or expected against the original baselines and the current expectations. To help
project, program, and portfolio managers on their BRM journey, as well as to
support business managers in executing business strategies, the book identifies
key organizational responsibilities and roles involved in BRM practices, and it
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provides a simple reference that can be mapped against any organizational
structure. A detailed and comprehensive case study illustrates each phase of the
BRM framework as it links business strategy to project work, benefits, and
business value. Each chapter ends with a series questions that provide a BRM
self-assessment. The book concludes with a set of templates and detailed
instructions to ensure successful deployment of BRM.
This book was written for experienced project management professionals and
executives who find themselves in front of difficult projects and want to be
successful. Managing projects in today’s rapidly changing business environment
has proven to be more challenging than most project managers and executives
would like to admit. This is evidenced by the alarming number of projects that fail
to complete within budget, on time, with the right scope, with the righty quality,
and a highly satisfied customer. The chapters are laid out in a logical sequence
and the information is structured in a way that it can be followed like a recipe
book. Each chapter includes the following sections: Overview, Why is this
important, Who is involved, When should someone use this process, Initial setup, Execution (how to do it), Summary & Conclusion, More than you wanted to
know and Bibliography. This book also provides an extensive companion
website. The companion website contains tools, processes, and templates that
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may be used immediately to complete any size project or program. The objective
of this book is to share best practices enabling project and program managers to
make better decisions and be more successful. This book contains the most
critical aspects of initiating, planning, executing, controlling, and closing out a
project.
This book discusses risk management as it applies to problem-solving for simple,
complex and wicked problems faced by policy creators and implementors, project
managers and systems engineers in the context of policies, large engineering
projects (LEPs), projects and systems. When applying systems thinking to risk
management, it can be seen that risk management applies to almost every action
taken in daily life. This book: Introduces the systems approach of integrating risk
management into policy creation and implementation, project management and
systems engineering, such as the risk framework and the Firm Fixed Price (FFP)
contract with penalties and bonuses. Introduces a number of out-of-the box
concepts building on the application of the systems thinking tools in the system
thinker’s toolbox. Points out that integrating risk management into policy and
project management and systems engineering is just good management and
engineering practice. Discusses the flow of risk in a policy from creation through
implementation via LEPs and simpler projects, identifying where risks arise and
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where they should be dealt with. Presents the risks in the relationship between
policy creation, implementation, project management and systems engineering.
Discusses risks throughout the policy implementation process and shows how
the nature of risks changes from political to financial to technological as
implementation proceeds. Discusses managing complexity and specifies the
minimum number of elements in a system for it to be defined as, and managed
as, complex. Points out that in most instances the traditionally ignored major
implementation risk is that of poor performance by personnel. Shows how to
proactively incorporate prevention into planning in order to prevent risks, as well
as how to mitigate them when they occur.
As the market-leading textbook on the subject, Project Management: The
Managerial Process is distinguished by its balanced treatment of both the
technical and behavioral issues in project management as well as by its coverage
of a broad range of industries to which project management principles can be
applied. It focuses on how project management is integral to the organization as
a whole. The text not only delivers the tools and processes is essential to
successful project management but also an understanding that the effectiveness
of these tools and methods are shaped and determined by the prevailing culture
of the organization and interpersonal dynamics of the people involved. As such,
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Larson/Gray presents a holistic view that focuses on methodology as well as the
human dimension and how they interact to determine the outcome of projects.
Connect is the only integrated learning system that empowers students by
continuously adapting to deliver precisely what they need, when they need it, and
how they need it, so that your class time is more engaging and effective.
Project management (PM), as a discipline, has been undergoing an incremental
inclusion of theories, techniques, and processes fromfields related to
organizational behavior. Parallel to this has been the dominance of Information
Technology (IT) projects within the field of Project Management. Information
Technology as a Facilitator of Social Processes in Project Management and
Collaborative Work provides emerging research that bridges the gap between IT
and project management. While highlighting the importance of Information
Technology and the social process of work, the readers will learn how project
management applies techniques to achieve objectives through IT projects. This
book is an important resource for project managers, executives, IT managers,
consultants, students, and educators.
'This is an immensely useful and important book. By applying sustainability theory and practice
to all areas of business management for firms of all sizes it has the potential to make a
significant difference to the long term viability of businesses and the societies in which they
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operate.' – Juliet Roper, The University of Waikato, New Zealand Recent surveys of
international CEOs confirm that companies increasingly see sustainability as critical to their
business strategy. The rigorous academic framework for the field of sustainable business
required to respond to this need is now emerging. This book presents important new work in
the theory of the sustainable firm, in the application of sustainability principles to key
management disciplines, in sustainable business in practice, and in the international
challenges that are critical to sustainability demands. Sustainable Business will prove
invigorating for both undergraduate and graduate students on business, society and
sustainability themed courses. Policymakers and practitioners will find the urgent global
sustainability issues and sub-disciplines essential.
Operations Management: Managing Global Supply Chains takes a holistic, integrated
approach to managing operations and supply chains by exploring the strategic, tactical, and
operational decisions and challenges facing organizations worldwide. Authors Ray R.
Venkataraman and Jeffrey K. Pinto address sustainability in each chapter, showing that
sustainable operations and supply chain practices are not only attainable, but are critical and
often profitable practices for organizations to undertake. With a focus on critical thinking and
problem solving, Operations Management provides students with a comprehensive
introduction to the field and equips them with the tools necessary to thrive in today’s evolving
global business environment.
Addressing numerous critical questions, this practical guide is aimed at higher education
leaders and their boards, the campus leaders charged with executing transformative mergers,
and any policy makers interested in change management or the future of higher education.
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Print+CourseSmart
Presents the fundamentals of project management as they apply to a wide variety of projects,
covering such topics as project life cycles, scope definition, activity schedules, risk
identification, and stakeholder management.
Project ManagementThe Managerial ProcessIrwin Professional Pub
Why do projects fail? The rate of project failure remains high despite the use of project
management methodologies, bodies of knowledge and new technologies. Project Management
explores the risk and complexity inherent in project management and the potential problems
that can arise. Drawing on the author's real life experiences, the book suggests actions and
techniques that can be taken to help detect, prevent and resolve problems before they can
have a major impact on a project. Focusing on both PMBoK and PRINCE2 methodologies and
packed full of real life examples and revision questions, Project Management is an ideal text
for undergraduate, postgraduate and MBA students taking a module in project management. It
will also be an invaluable resource for practicing project managers.
Master all the modern project scheduling and cost control techniques you need, in one focused
tutorial! Randal Wilson's Project Schedule & Cost Control isn't your typical project
management guide: it's 100% focused on the specific principles, techniques, and best-practice
methodologies of scheduling and cost control. Wilson illuminates key issues through the
extensive use of graphs, charts, case studies, and worked examples; and calls your attention
to crucial issues that "generic" PM books ignore. Coverage includes: Project structures,
including differences between projects and programs, and how those differences affect costing
and scheduling Initiation: how projects start, how to develop project charters and stakeholder
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registers, and how to manage stakeholders Planning, in depth: what costs must be addressed,
and what schedule constraints must be considered Project schedule analysis: activity
definition, WBS, and work packages; activity sequencing and diagramming; proven
methodologies for estimating resources and activity durations; and schedule development
Project cost analysis: gathering and estimating all project costs, including labor, materials,
vendor bids, subcontractors, contracts, equipment, facilities, and direct/indirect costs.
Budgeting via top-down, bottom-up, and activity-based methods Project monitoring and
control: earned value, tracking Gantt, S-Curves, performance reviews, milestone analysis,
change control systems, estimate at completion, forecasting, and much more For both project
management newcomers and working project managers who need to sharpen their skills
The book describes how to manage and successfully deliver large, complex, and expensive
systems that can be composed of millions of line of software code, being developed by
numerous groups throughout the globe, that interface with many hardware items being
developed by geographically dispersed companies, where the system also includes people,
policies, constraints, regulations, and a myriad of other factors. It focuses on how to
seamlessly integrate systems, satisfy the customer’s requirements, and deliver within the
budget and on time. The guide is essentially a “shopping list” of all the activities that could be
conducted with tailoring guidelines to meet the needs of each project.
Project Management in Practice is mapped to Certificate IV and Diploma of Project
Management and in the BSB Business Services Training Package, is aligned with PMBoK 5th
Edition, 2013. This text has been adapted from the successful Project Management by Larson
and Gray, and has been written to reflect the competencies as well as literacy standards of
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Vocational Education students. Project Management in Practice is mapped to Certificate IV
and Diploma of Project Management and in the BSB Business Services Training Package, is
aligned with PMBoK 5th Edition, 2013.
Look around your organization: can you identify who owns project management? Would that
person appreciate that they own responsibility for your projects? Project Leadership: Creating
Value with an Adaptive Project Organization highlights the importance of these
questions—underlining the importance not only of the project team but on the culture of
executive leadership to the success of projects. It offers straight-forward takeaways and
solutions to provide executives with the tools to implement an effective project environment.
The book begins with a discussion of the project environment and what it means for a project
to succeed or fail in today’s world. It introduces the Adaptive Project Management Model
followed by a review of the systems and tools that give firms increasing ability to maintain
priority on strategic projects and manage their associated uncertainty. Working through the
book, you can progressively apply tactics from each chapter to increase your project
leadership capability and improve your process so that your projects adapt as required
depending on the nature of the portfolio itself. Ask yourself this—what is my customer buying?
What do they really want? The one element that all organizations have in common is that
customers are buying execution, and not much else. Therefore, ultimately, this book is about
execution—getting things done and making things happen. It details methods and tactics that
help you execute projects more effectively and give your organization the edge in the current,
fast-paced marketplace.
As the market-leading textbook on the subject, Project Management: The Managerial Process,
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5e is distinguished by its balanced treatment of both the technical and behavioral issues in
project management as well as by its coverage of a broad range of industries to which project
management principles can be applied. It focuses on how project management is integral to
the organization as a whole. The 5th edition reflects the latest changes found in the practice.
Other texts discuss the topics covered in this text but they do not view oversight as the project
manager's operating environment, as does Larson/Gray. Resumes of managers will soon be
primarily a description of participation in and contributions to projects.
This book describes the way that pharmaceutical projects and programs are currently
managed, and offers views from many highly experienced practitioners from within the industry
on future directions for drug program management. The book integrates portfolio, program,
and project management processes as fundamental for effective and efficient drug product
development. Contributing expert authors provide their view of how the projectization approach
can be taken forward by the drug industry over the coming years.
The Art & Science of Project Management. This is the third edition, which is updated for the
PMBOK 6th edition. Master project management with this book from authors experienced in
practice, teaching, and research. You will learn: the foundations of Project Management,
explained with dozens of examples; what works and what doesn't; and how the latest research
applies to your project. This Third Edition: Covers Projects and their Environment; Programs,
Portfolios, and Project Selection; and the Project Manager. This third edition: covers the
essential Technical, Behavioral, Business and Strategic Skills; includes a new section on Agile
Project Management; includes the case of a mobile app following the scrum framework; and
includes several worked projects and a visual tutorial for Microsoft Project(R).
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Managing projects, a prominent feature of working life, inevitably involves change at some
level. Even though successful project management depends on organisational change,
textbooks often fail to recognise this symbiotic nature. This book offers students a practical
understanding of the strategic and organisational role of projects.
Ethics plays a critical role in project management, but all too often, its importance is
overlooked. This benign neglect can result in serious consequences to individuals and
organizations, ranging from tarnished reputations to civil and criminal liability. Ethics and
Project Management demonstrates the importance of making ethics a key considerati
This book provides a comprehensive overview of various models and practices of
implementing project management in schools, and conceptualizes the processes of adaptation
and development of project management curricula within the unique context of the
contemporary school environment. By presenting the general theories and research on project
management and adapting these theories to educational organizations and to this specific
audience, the authors open a new and promising niche for teaching, research, and practice.
Randal Wilson gives managers powerful insights and tools for structuring and managing any
project based on business strategy and how that project will be used. Starting with project
objectives, it demonstrates how to establish processes that optimally group actions at each
stage of the project lifecycle -- thereby maximizing the likelihood of success. Mastering Project
Management Strategy and Processes is part of a new series of six cutting-edge project
management guides for both working practitioners and students. Like all books in this series, it
offers deep practical insight into the successful design, management, and control of complex
modern projects. Using real case studies and proven applications, expert authors show how
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multiple functions and disciplines can and must be integrated to achieve a successful outcome.
Individually, these books focus on realistic, actionable solutions, not theory. Together, they
provide comprehensive guidance for working project managers at all levels, as well as
indispensable knowledge for anyone pursuing PMI/PMBOK certification or other accreditation
in the field.
Resourceful companies today must successfully manage the entire supply flow, from the
sources of the firm, through the value-added processes of the firm, and on to the customers of
the firm. The fourteenth Global Edition of Operations and Supply Chain Management provides
well-balanced coverage of managing people and applying sophisticated technology to
operations and supply chain management.
Driven by such tools as big data, cognitive computing, new business models, and the internet
of things, the overall demand for innovation is becoming more critical for competitiveness and
emerging technologies. These technologies have become real alternatives for the market and
offer new perspectives for modern project management applications. The Handbook of
Research on Emerging Technologies for Effective Project Management is an essential
research publication that proposes innovations for firms and markets through the exploration of
project management principles and methods and the effective integration of knowledge and
innovation. It encompasses academic and scientific propositions, reviews for conceptual
bases, applications of theories in new market solutions, and cases of successful insertion of
disruptive technologies and business models in new competitive market offers. Featuring a
range of topics such as innovation management, business administration, and marketing, this
book is ideal for project managers, IT specialists, software developers, executives,
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practitioners, managers, marketers, researchers, and industry professionals.
A comprehensive guide to project management and its interaction with other management
systems and strategies The Wiley Guides to the Management of Projects address critical, needto-know information that will enable professionals to successfully manage projects in most
businesses and help students learn the best practices of the industry. They contain not only
well-known and widely used basic project management practices but also the newest and most
cutting-edge concepts in the broader theory and practice of managing projects. This first book
in the series, The Wiley Guide to Project, Program & Portfolio Management, is based on the
"meta" level of management, which, simply stated, asserts that project management must be
integrated throughout an organization in order to achieve its full potential to enhance the
bottom line. This book will show you how to fully understand and exploit the strategic
management of projects, portfolios, and program management and their linkage with context
and strategy in other concepts and processes, such as quality management, concurrent
engineering, just-in-time delivery, systems management and engineering, teams, and
statistical quality control. Featuring contributions from experts all around the world, this
invaluable resource book offers authoritative project management applications for industry,
service businesses, and government agencies. Complete your understanding of project
management with these other books in The Wiley Guides to the Management of Projects
series: * The Wiley Guide to Project Control * The Wiley Guide to Project Organization &
Project Management Competencies * The Wiley Guide to Project Technology, Supply Chain &
Procurement Management
C-MAPS By: Victoria B. Haney MBA, PMP®, CBAP® Understanding and communicating
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requirements is one of the toughest parts of most business or IT initiatives. Because
requirements are so difficult, they are often skipped or left vague for the development team to
figure out. C-MAPS: An Agile and Collaborative Technique for Project Requirements presents
a technique that author Victoria B. Haney has developed to help business analysts and project
managers uncover requirements for their projects in less time.
Action research is a term used to describe a family of related approaches that integrate theory
and action with a goal of addressing important organizational, community, and social issues
together with those who experience them. It focuses on the creation of areas for collaborative
learning and the design, enactment and evaluation of liberating actions through combining
action and research, reflection and action in an ongoing cycle of cogenerative knowledge.
While the roots of these methodologies go back to the 1940s, there has been a dramatic
increase in research output and adoption in university curricula over the past decade. This is
now an area of high popularity among academics and researchers from various
fields—especially business and organization studies, education, health care, nursing,
development studies, and social and community work. The SAGE Encyclopedia of Action
Research brings together the many strands of action research and addresses the interplay
between these disciplines by presenting a state-of-the-art overview and comprehensive
breakdown of the key tenets and methods of action research as well as detailing the work of
key theorists and contributors to action research. To watch a video of editor David Coghlan
discuss the importance of this major reference work as well as the implications, challenges and
successes of editing The SAGE Encyclopedia of Action Research, click here:
http://youtu.be/P6YqCdZCZCs
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